John Donne Primary School
Year 5 Yearly Overview
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Key Text(s)

Fertile Question

Who decides who I am?

How can we use what we
know about the past to
create a better future?

Publicly Presented
Outcome
Experiences and
Visit(ors)

Biography/portrait of
someone who inspires us to
present at Night at JDPS
Nethercott, Besson St
Gardens, Sporting events

English Genre(s)

Biography, poetry

Maths

Number and place value
Addition and subtraction

Science

Living things and their
habitats, Animals including
humans

History

How could we overcome
the effects of global
warming on our local
environment?
Design a bridge

If “planets” means
wanderers in Greek, should
we rename them?

Do we have to travel to
go on an adventure?

Published poetry books for
the classroom

Should you ever ask
someone to do something
that you would not do
yourself?
Designed a boat using a
variety of materials

Clay mythological creature

Food product and
postcards for Enterprise

Imperial war museum,
Sporting events

Watch the Shakespeare
play, Hamlet
Re-tell of a story,
balanced argument
Angles, 2D/3D shapes,
position and direction,
perimeter and area
Properties and changes of
materials

Unicorn theatre, British
museum, Royal
Observatory
Fiction- Greek Myth,
promotional leaflet
Consolidate 4 rules of
number

London eye, tour of
London’s main attractions

Poetry, ending of a
narrative, suspense story
Number, multiplication and
division, fractions, decimals
and percentages

Local walks, Thames
barrier visit, city ferry
trip
Persuasive letter, diary
entry
Statistics and
measurement
Properties and changes of
materials

Earth and space

Forces

The ancient Greeks

History of local area and
famous landmarks in
London

WW2
Holocaust

Queen Elizabeth

Diary entry, newspaper
report
Consolidate fractions,
decimal and percentages

Geography

Physical and human
geography

RE

Identify countries involved
in WW2 (allies and axis)

Physical features of
Scotland

Judaism

Christianity and
comparison with Judaism
Linked to fertile question

PSHE

Identity

Computing

E-safety

external visitors (Police
officer, hate crime
awareness)
Researching

PE

Athletics

Yoga

D&T
Art
Music
MFL (KS2)

Climate zones,
environment, rivers,
mountains and the water
cycle.

Weather

Local geography; mapwork

Use SAM labs, VR
headsets

Multi-skills

Use filters in search
engines effectively on the
chrome books
Multi-skills

Design a boat

Plan and make a bridge

Independently/appropriately
select software for a task
to present a final product
Cricket
Theoretical healthy eating
Create product for
enterprise
Layers and over layers

Coding

Portraits

Tone and shade
Music from WW2
Spanish

Spanish

Swimming

Working with clay

